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The French network 
should reach 120 

stations in 2021 and 
500 to 600 in 2030.

Used as a fuel, 
hydrogen makes it

possible to produce
electricity using

on-board hydrogen
fuel cells.

Hydrogen
mobility is booning . 

Hydrogen vehicles and 
charging stations are 

flourishing in cities.



It thus constitutes an additional energy both for 
vehicles equipped with internal combustion 
engines running on gas (buses, dumpsters) 

and for electric vehicles.

Hybrid cars running on electricity and hydrogen
can thus recharge their battery while driving. The 

use of hydrogen extends the range of electric
vehicles up to 500 kilometers per charge.

The charging time is also reduced from 8 hours
for an electric charge to 5 minutes for a hydrogen

charge. But that's not all ! The hydrogen thus
used generates neither pollutant

emissions nor noise pollution



For all these reasons we have 
developed our own Tokens

which we call HDRO. We are 
going together towards

hydrogen mobility solutions and 
we are going to join forces with
large groups to enter the capital 

of the largest crypto-currency
exchange platforms and find
partners in the manufacture 
and distribution of hydrogen. 

and the fuel cell and inventor of 
the first range extender for 

hybrid vehicles.



HYDROGEN

The future of carbon-free and decentralized energies? ?

Hydrogen is a light gas, naturally present in the universe, very reactive it combines with many chemical elements and 

the most common around us are of course water (H2O) and hydrocarbons.

Traditionally used in industry, hydrogen can be produced by electrolysis of water, 

if the electricity used is of renewable origin, it is said to be green.

Like other gases, it can be stored relatively easily over long periods of time and, 

given its industrial use, it can be used either as fuel for mobility or to generate electricity via fuel cells.

Hydrogen is a real avenue of the future for the energy transition by allowing
the development of decentralized renewable energies and the explosion of green mobility solutions.



Our team designed this cryptocurrency which we call HDRO (Hydrogen).

This cryptocurrency aims to develop green Hydrogen around the world.

Today we can operate most of our vehicles and different transport such as river, 

public transport in cities, road transport and taxi, we are going to set 

up an app to locate all the stations that offer this clean and green energy.

We are going to help and develop the production of hydrogen all over the world.

Implement reductions in public transport costs in major cities
for all hydrogen-powered vehicles.



For the release of our HDRO token we will

launch 500,000,000 Tokens, 200,000,000 

will be reserved for sponsorship and 

ICO on our platform.

We will launch our cryptocurrency on the 

different exchange platforms like (Binance, 

Kraken, Coinbase and many more.

Your registration is totally free, a 10% 
bonus will be awarded to you for a 

purchase equal to or greater than €1,000, 
this bonus will be distributed in 

the form of an HDRO token in your Wallet.



You will be able to participate in different
ICOs during the launch of our cryptocurrency, 
simply log into your personal space and 
participate in this ICO.



You have the possibility with our

ecosystem to sponsor referrals and take

advantage of different bonuses from 10 

to 3% depending on the level.

We have developed our own exchanger
to facilitate transactions for you and at 
much lower costs than certain, you will

find all the cryptocurrencies on the 
market you can sell, buy and transfer

your cryptos and all this at very low costs.

SPONSORHIP



Among other things, you will be able to see the evolution of your crypto on our exchange 

platform, of your stock market portfolio, but also of your precious metals (Gold, Silver, 

Palladium, etc.), and other investments such as raw materials, or even the CAC 40 indices.

Our application will also issue you a right for public transport and will entitle you to 

transport reductions with our partners.

Also we will reference all the station which distributes hydrogen for transport vehicles, 

you will be geolocated and redirected to the station closest to you.

In summary, CryptoHdro allows you to follow all your investment lines.

Which will be supported by the application.



We are going to create our application

All your investments in one place

The CryptoHdro app gives you full visibility of your gross and net 

assets as well as all your investments in real time. Discover your

performance and make the right decisions for your finances.

No more excel tracking your investments, with CryptoHdro you can 

track your entire portfolio from your smartphone. Among other

things, you will be able to see the evolution of your crypto on our

exchange platform, of your stock market portfolio, but also of your

precious metals (Gold, Silver, Palladium, etc.), and other

investments such as raw materials, or even the CAC 40 indices.



Our application will also issue you a right for public 

transport and will entitle you to transport 

reductions with our partners.

Also we will reference all the station which distributes

hydrogen for transport vehicles, you will be geolocated

and redirected to the station closest to you.

In summary, CryptoHdro allows you to follow all your
investment lines. Who will be supported by the application



Capital side 15%

Marketing 15%

Stading 15%

Find a partner 10%

Platform reward 
10%

Reserve 17%

Team 10%

Private sale 8%

TOKENOMICS
500 000 000

Capital side 15%

Marketing 15%

Stading 15%

Find a partner 10%

Platform reward
10%
Reserve 17%

Team 10%
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THE HDRO TEAM



CONTRACT NUMBER : BSCSCAN

0XBB8905D53187068DFD49315ABCD277DD5E8A650E


